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Size
1 box

Contents
Flyers, newsletters and internal publications. Includes photographs from the early 1970s and a T-Shirt depicting a caricature of Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen; material from various groups, including Queensland Democracy Support Group, Queensland Civil Liberties Co-ordinating Committee and trade unions calling for action against the Bjelke-Petersen Government during the 1985 SEQEB dispute; material from the Queensland Solidarity Group and Queensland Civil Liberties Co-ordinating Committee relating to Civil liberties and the banning of street marches in Queensland, 1976 to 1992.

Date range
1970 to 1992

Notes
Unrestricted access

Box 1
Folder 1
T-Shirt – depicting a caricature of Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen with caption Go to your Homes and Await Instructions

Folder 2
Flyers and newsletters from the Queensland Democracy Support Group and Queensland Civil Liberties Co-ordinating Committee, and a number of trade unions calling for action against the Bjelke-Petersen Government during the 1985 SEQEB dispute in Queensland.

Folder 3
Flyer, newsletters, and internal publications mostly from the Queensland Solidarity Group, Queensland Civil Liberties Co-ordinating Committee, relating to Civil liberties and the ban of political street marches in Queensland, 1976 to 1992.

Folder 4
Photographs dating from the early 1970s probably 1972. Some of the photographs depict a group of people marching others show Indigenous speakers and possibly from the Action Conference on Racism and Education, held at the University of Queensland, 1972

Hazards : bulletin of the Queensland Workers’ Health Centre, No. 1 and 2, May and July, 1981